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Abstract—We introduce the first temperature guardbands
optimization based on thermal-aware logic synthesis and thermal-
aware timing analysis. The optimized guardbands are obtained
solely due to using our so-called thermal-aware cell libraries
together with existing tool flows and not due to sacrificing timing
constraints (i.e. no trade-offs). We demonstrate that temperature
guardbands can be optimized at design time through thermal-
aware logic synthesis in which more resilient circuits against
worst-case temperatures are obtained. Our static guardband
optimization leads to 18% smaller guardbands on average. We
also demonstrate that thermal-aware timing analysis enables
designers to accurately estimate the required guardbands for
a wide range of temperatures without over/under-estimations.
Therefore, temperature guardbands can be optimized at operation
time through employing the small, yet sufficient guardband that
corresponds to the current temperature rather than employing
throughout a conservative guardband that corresponds to the
worst-case temperature. Our adaptive guardband optimization
results, on average, in a 22% higher performance along with
9.2% less energy. Neither thermal-aware logic synthesis nor
thermal-aware timing analysis would be possible without our
thermal-aware cell libraries. They are compatible with use of
existing commercial tools. Hence, they allow designers, for the
first time, to automatically consider thermal concerns within their
design tool flows even if they were not designed for that purpose.

Index Terms—Temperature, Guardband, Performance, Timing
Analysis, Logic Synthesis, Cell Library
Download Software: This work is publicly available at [1]
http://ces.itec.kit.edu/dependable-hardware.php

I. INTRODUCTION

The nano-CMOS era introduces thermal challenges due to
the excessive on-chip power densities. To guarantee a reliable
operation of circuits, designers need to employ a timing guard-
band that corresponds to the worst-case temperature in which
circuits will always be clocked at a sustainable frequency at
operation time. This is due to the fact that transistors become
noticeably slower as temperature increases due to the reduction
in their carriers mobility (i.e. the drift velocity of a particle in
an electric field) [2]. In practice, a temperature guardband in
this context is a time slack on top of the maximum delay of cir-
cuit (i.e. critical path) representing the projected delay increase
when the temperature rises from the typical value considered
at design time (e.g., 25◦C) to the worst-case value that may
occur at operation time (e.g., 85◦C). While, on the one hand,
such a solution guaranties a reliable operation of logic within
the desired temperature range, it leads, on the other hand, to an
considerable performance loss as the operating frequency will
be conservatively restricted to the worst-case temperature even
though the temperature might be lower during the majority
of operation time. Furthermore, the worst-case temperature is
typically determined based on the capability of the applied
cooling/packaging. Due to the high cost of cooling, employing
larger guardbands to compensate becomes necessary which
exacerbates the incurred performance loss.

Traditionally, temperature effects are often considered as
post-silicon guardbanding [3] in which the required guardband
is determined through measuring the chip’s delay after testing
it under the worst-case temperature. However, this may not be
always appropriate as designers may need to know at design
time the accurate thermal behavior of their circuits to identify
whether performance constraints will be met or not. To tackle
this challenge, we propose to employ the available capabilities
of existing EDA tool flows (e.g., Synopsys) in order to
optimize temperature guardbands which are indispensable to
overcome temperature-induced delay uncertainty.

To achieve that, we create thermal-aware cell libraries in
which each library contains – for a specific temperature –
the detailed delay and power information of every gate/cell.
Building upon these libraries, we leverage mature optimization
algorithms within commercial tool flows to a) design circuits
that exhibit a better performance at the worst-case temperature
and b) accurately estimate the required guardband at varied
temperatures. In fact, creating such cell libraries is prerequisite
because the same temperature rise disproportionally increases
the gates delay. To demonstrate that, we show in Fig. 1
the distribution of delay increase of gates within a 45nm
standard cell library when the temperature rises from 25◦C
to 65◦C and 85◦C. Furthermore, not only different gates are
disproportionally influenced by the same temperature rise, but
even a gate itself may exhibit different delay increases under
the same temperature rise based on its OPCs’ (i.e. the signal
slew on its inputs and load capacitance on its output) as it
will be investigated in Section III. Hence, creating thermal-
aware cell libraries that contain the detailed gates behavior
under different temperatures is essential. Otherwise, the overall
impact of a temperature rise on increasing the paths delay
of a circuit will be inaccurately estimated and therefore a
temperature guardband, larger than what is actually required,
would be necessary to cope with the uncertainty.
Our novel contributions within this paper are as follows:
(1) We introduce thermal-aware cell libraries that are publicly
available at [1]. Through solely using them with existing tool
flows, optimized temperature guardbands can be obtained.
(2) We propose a static guardband optimization through bring-
ing thermal awareness to logic synthesis to obtain circuits that
exhibit a better performance at the worst-case temperature.
(3) We also develop an adaptive guardband optimization tech-
nique in which the guardband is tuned at operation time based
on the current temperature rather than employing throughout a
conservative guardband based on the worst-case temperature.

II. RELATED WORK

Based on the contribution of our work, we categorize the
related work into the following two categories:
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Fig. 1. Thermal analysis for a 45nm standard cell library showing how a
temperature rise disproportionally increases the delay of gates/cells.

a) Minimizing guardbands: Works that aim at minimiz-
ing the peak temperature and hence shrinking the required
guardband. There are plenty of them based on e.g., high-
level synthesis, task scheduling, etc. It is noteworthy that such
techniques are orthogonal to our work and can be employed
on top of our static and adaptive guardband optimization tech-
niques. [4] proposed an integer linear programming that takes
thermal/power models into account for scheduling tasks on
MPSoCs towards reducing the peak temperature. TAPHS [5]
proposed high-level synthesis and floorplanning techniques to
reduce the peak temperature through iterative rescheduling, re-
source sharing and thermal-aware floorplanning. [6] proposed
floorplanning framework based on genetic algorithms to evenly
distribute the temperature across the chip and thus avoiding
hotspots. Note that combining any technique, which leads to a
lower worst-case temperature, with our optimization provides
further improvements due to the selection to even smaller
guardbands either statically or adaptively. Recently, [10] pro-
posed an aging-aware logic synthesis to minimize the required
guardband of aging at design time using synthesis tool flows.
(b) Adapting guardbands: Works that aim at exploiting the
relation between the temperature and circuit’s delay to increase
the frequency though adapting the guardband whenever the
temperature is lower than the worst case. [7] proposed a
voltage/frequency (V/F) scaling that relies on an off-line
temperature-aware optimization in which the algorithm as-
sumes an initial temperature for each task and then selects the
corresponding V/F pair to accomplish the task within its dead-
line. Theoretically, the algorithm could also be used to employ
higher frequencies at lower temperatures – even though this
was not the focus of the paper. The key disadvantage is that the
V/F might be underestimated at the beginning and thus errors
due to timing violations temporarily occur at runtime. In fact,
predicting the future temperature is nontrivial as it is subject to
e.g., signal activities, ambient temperature, leakage feedback
loop etc. Thus, erroneous V/F pairs may be selected due to
temperature misspredictions. [8] increases the frequency by
3% per every 20◦C reduction from the worst-case temperature.
However, it imposes pessimistic guardbands and thus it does
not exploit the prospect of increasing the frequency at finer-
grained temperature steps due to the lack of accurate thermal
analysis at such granularity. Razor [9] reduces the voltage of
a pipelined design until an error is detected by a shadow flip-
flop. Besides overheads, Razor increases the design complexity
due to the replica flip-flops and detection logics in any path
with the potential of becoming critical. Furthermore, such an
approach might not be possible to be implemented in non-
pipelined designs as, unlike the pipelined designs, occurring
erroneous data cannot be recovered through stalling the stages.

Distinction from state of the art:
• We propose thermal-aware logic synthesis in which circuits

are synthesized at the targeted worst-case temperature al-
lowing for a smaller guardband. i.e. higher performance.

• We propose thermal-aware timing analysis to accurately
determine the small, yet sufficient guardband at varied
fine-grained temperature steps allowing for developing an
adaptive guardband optimization.

• We create thermal-aware cell libraries in which they can be
used within existing EDA flow tools. Without them, none
of the aforementioned two objectives would be possible.

III. MOTIVATION

As Fig. 1 shows, different gates exhibit distinct timing
increase under the same temperature rise. While the delay of
some gates at 85◦C may increase by 70% compared to 25◦C,
the delay of others may merely increase by 10%. From such a
considerable variation, the following key points can be raised:
(a) Critical Path Changeability: Because different gates/cells
may disproportionally be influenced by a temperature rise, a
path which was formerly non-critical at the typical temperature
may become critical at a higher temperature and vice versa.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 which shows how path1 which
was critical at 25◦C (103 ps>95 ps), became later non-critical
at 85◦C because the overall impact of temperature rise on
path2 is higher (140 ps > 135 ps). Therefore, analyzing the
thermal behavior of the original critical path “CP ” only is
not sufficient. However, applying the worst-case delay increase
(i.e. 70%) will indeed result in a pessimistic guardband and
thus considerable performance loss. Hence, it is indispensable
to analyze the timing of the entire circuit netlist – under
a particular temperature rise – to accurately (i.e. without
over/under-estimations) determine the required guardband.
(b) Operating Conditions Role: As some gates may
marginally be influenced by a temperature rise, it can be
inferred that using a specific collection of these gates can
simply yield efficient circuits. However, this is not as straight-
forward as it might appear at the first glance because the delay
of the same gate may disproportionally be increased under a
temperature rise due to the major role that OPCs can play.
Fig 3 analyzes, as an example, the impact of a temperature
rise (from 25◦C to 85◦C) on the FA X1 gate and INV X4
gate under different output load capacitances (determined by
the number of gates are being driven) and different input
signal slews (determined by the output transition of previous
gate). Unlike FA X1 in which the impact of a temperature rise
on delay is almost independent of OPCs, INV X4 exhibits
a strong dependency. It is noteworthy that gates’ delay is
additionally subject to the rise and fall of their inputs. Thus,
estimating accurately the impact of temperature on an entire
circuit is more complex than it might be assumed.
(c) Guardband Estimation based on Delay Sensors: State-
of-the-art approaches (e.g., [11], [12]) often propose to employ
a delay sensor such as a Ring Oscillator (RO) to determine
the required guardband through predicting the delay increase
in the CP based on the RO’s behavior. However due to
the previous points (a and b), the ability of such RO-based
estimations in protecting against temperature effects becomes
questionable because the RO and CP may disproportionally
be influenced by the same temperature rise. We investigate
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the CP may change while the temperature rises/decreases at operation time.
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Fig. 3. Input signal slew and output load capacitance of a gate play a major
role in determining the impact of temperature rise in INV X4 unlike FA X1.

in Fig. 4 whether the RO can accurately predict the delay
increase of a CP when the temperature increases or not.
As shown, when the temperature rises from e.g., 50◦C to
85◦C, a typical RO consisting of 15 stages [11] will predict
a delay increase of 20.6%. However, the corresponding delay
increase in two representative paths is different (26% and 32%
in path1 and path2, respectively). Such noticeable underesti-
mation leads to employing wrong temperature guardbands and
thus timing errors. This will be evaluated further in Section V.
In Summary, determining accurately the required temperature
guardbands under varied temperature rises is elaborate as it
entails investigating how gates/cells, which form the circuit,
will jointly increase the overall delay of every individual path
within the circuit at each particular temperature rise.

IV. OUR THERMAL-AWARE CIRCUIT DESIGN

We create in this work thermal-aware cell libraries to em-
ploy them within existing EDA tools in order to leverage their
mature algorithms. Our goals are a) performing thermal-aware
logic synthesis to optimize circuits against temperature effects
and b) performing thermal-aware timing analysis to accurately
estimate the impact of temperature on circuits regardless of
its complexity. In fact, the non-existence of such cell libraries
(at varied fine-grained temperature steps) enforces designers
to either interpolate between the two temperature corners
(i.e. 25◦C and 125◦C) available in a standard cell library
or employ a RO-based delay sensor to predict the impact
of temperature rises. Both of the aforementioned alternative
methods will evaluated in Section V to investigate whether
we really need to create thermal-aware cell libraries or not.

A. Thermal-Aware Cell Libraries

Standard cell libraries provide the EDA flow tools (e.g., syn-
thesis and static timing analysis tools) with the accurate delay
and leakage/dynamic power information for every cell/gate.
Because the OPCs play a major role in determining the
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of how an RO-based delay sensor may underestimate the
impact that a temperature rise may actually have on the CP ’s delay.

delay of gates/cells, any standard cell library must contain
this information for every gate/cell under a range of input
signal slews along with a range of output load capacitances.
This is a prerequisite for any synthesis tool to optimize the
circuit’s netlist in which the most suitable gate/cell is always
being selected according the existing OPCs. In addition,
the detailed delay information within a cell library is also a
prerequisite for the static timing analysis in which the overall
delay of a circuit can be precisely estimated based on the exact
delay of every individual gate/cell within the netlist.

A cell library is often created for three corners, namely: typ-
ical (i.e. normal Vdd and normal T ), fast (i.e. high Vdd and low
T ) and slow (i.e. low Vdd and high T ) [13]. Some cell libraries
may additionally provide another corner of (normal Vdd and
Tworst) like the 28nm Synopsys. Nevertheless, these limited
temperature cases do not enable designers to tackle thermal
concerns within the standard design flow. For instance, Tworst

depends on the end-user scenario, i.e. while 125◦C might be an
appropriate Tworst for high-end CPUs, mobile CPUs might not
have Tworst higher than 65◦C. In addition, as the worst-case
temperature itself is subject to the cooling/package, designers
need to investigate the required guardband of their circuits
under different worst-case temperatures towards identifying
trade-offs between performance and cost. Therefore, to allow
design-space exploration with respect to temperature effects,
the impact of temperature needs to be automatically captured
within the standard design flow.

To achieve that, we create a set of cell libraries under differ-
ent temperatures [Tmin, Tworst] with the granularity of Tstep.
For each created each cell library, SPICE netlists of a variety
of combinational and sequential gates/cells are simulated in
an automatic process under a specific temperature. It is note-
worthy that we employ SPICE netlists containing the accurate
parasitics information (i.e. resistors and capacitors) obtained
from gates/cells’ layout based on the NanGate 45 nm open cell
library [13]. For every gate/cell, we measure using HSPICE
its rise/fall delay, output slope (transition), and dynamic power
under a range of N input signal slews [Smin, Smax] along with
a range of M output load capacitances [Cmin, Cmax]. This is
essential to properly consider the role of OPCs. In addition,
the leakage power is also measured to take the correlation
between temperature and leakage power into account. Then,
all the measured values are stored within a N × M tables
based on the standard “liberty” format which is typically
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used in commercial libraries. This what makes our created
thermal-aware cell libraries compatible with existing EDA tool
flows. Note that the required time to create our thermal-aware
cell libraries is spent only once (offline) and the performed
simulations can be easily parallelized to speed up.
Implementation Details: To model the pMOS and nMOS
transistors, we employ the high-performance 45 nm Predictive
Technology Model (PTM) [14]. However, our work is not
limited to a specific technology node and we selected the
45 nm to be compatible to the post-silicon 45 nm SPICE netlist
of gates [13] which we employ. To model the electrical charac-
teristics of MOSFETs under the impact that temperature has,
we employ the BSIM compact modeling from Berkeley [15].
We consider 7 input slews ranging from 0.005 ns to 0.867 ns
along with 7 load capacitances ranging from 0.5 fF to 20 fF. It
is noteworthy that considering OPCs of 7×7 is typical in both
academic and commercial standard cell libraries. We select
the temperature range to be [25◦C to 125◦C] which should
be sufficient for most commercial applications. We choose a
Tstep of 1◦C as a smaller step would not be helpful because
the accuracy of thermal diodes needed for in our guardbands
adaptation is typically > 1◦C (details in Section IV-C)

B. Thermal-Aware Logic Synthesis

Designers add a guardband on top of the maximum delay
of a circuit to maintain a reliable operation when temperature
rises. Such a temperature guardband corresponds to the caused
timing slack at Tworst. Hence, if the temperature becomes
higher at operation time than what it was considered at design
time (i.e. during synthesis) the guardband will compensate
the induced delay increase. Thus, the circuit will be always
clocked with a sustainable frequency (fTworst ).

In this work, we propose to bring thermal awareness to
the logic synthesis tool. Based on the targeted worst-case
temperature (Tworst) the designer selects (from our created
thermal-aware cell libraries in Section IV-A) the cell library
that corresponds to that particular Tworst and provides it to
the synthesis tool allowing for optimizing the circuit’s netlist
against Tworst. Thus, a better performance (i.e. higher fTworst )
can be achieved and the required guardband will inherently
included. This is because that a temperature rise does not
influence all gates/cells proportionally as Fig. 1 demonstrated.
Hence, there is a prospect that the mature algorithms of the
synthesis tool to select the most suitable set of gates/cells
that exhibit a smaller delay at that particular Tworst. This
leads to circuits that operate at faster fTworst

compared to the
traditional thermal-unaware synthesis. The complexity of our
thermal-aware synthesis is the same as in the original synthesis
because the cell library size is not increasing. Therefore,
neither the required time nor the efficiency of the algorithms
of the synthesis tool will be affected when any of our thermal-
aware cell libraries is employed instead of the original one.
Tworst is the maximum allowed on-chip temperature is deter-
mined depending on the end-user scenario (e.g., mobile/server
CPU, thermal management policy, cooling, etc.). Thus, Tworst

may vary from a scenario to another. Hence, creating thermal-
aware cell libraries at various temperatures is prerequisite.

C. Thermal-Aware Timing Analysis

As a matter of fact, when the temperature at operation time
becomes lower than Tworst, there is the prospect of indeed

shrinking the employed guardband (i.e. temporarily boosting
the frequency) without causing any timing errors. Therefore,
we propose to estimate the exact circuit’s delay at different
temperatures to build a look-up table (LUT) that links each
temperature step with the corresponding small, yet sufficient
guardband that is actually needed. We first synthesize the
circuit at Tmin. Then, we perform a timing analysis for
the obtained netlist using our thermal-aware cell libraries
(see Section IV-A) for the range of [Tmin, Tworst]. Our
proposed thermal-aware timing analysis allows for accurately
estimating the circuit’s delay without concerning whether the
CP may change or not at each different temperature step (see
Section III(a) and Fig. 2) because the static timing analysis
tool is designed to overcome that. Note that the synthesis is
performed only once and then we repeatedly do thermal-aware
timing analysis. The latter is quite fast and hence building the
LUT can be done in the order of minutes.
Proposed Adaptive Guardband Optimization: Once the
required LUT is built, it can be employed at operation time
for guardband adaptation (i.e. boosting frequency whenever
T < Tworst) and thus avoiding the employment of a con-
servative guardband that corresponds to Tworst throughout.
We periodically read the current temperature from a thermal
diode which is often available in chips to capture its maximum
temperature. Then, we select from the LUT the corresponding
frequency. Note that the rate of our adaptation depends on the
reading’s rate of thermal diode (i.e. the sensing granularity
Δtread). For a safe operation, it is crucial (when adapting
the guardband) to add on top of the current temperature read-
ing the temporal thermal gradient ΔTgrd (i.e. the maximum
possible increase in temperature until the next reading of the
thermal diode comes). Otherwise, timing errors might occur
due to the fast pace of temperature rise compared to the rate
of adaptation. ΔTgrd is mainly subject to the cooling/package
and one can determine it at design time based on an offline
analysis of the worst-case activities in which the maximum
temperature rise per Δtread can be captured. Algorithm 1
summarizes our proposed technique. Note that the reverse
temperature dependency does not influence our technique as
it appears at lower voltage than one we target (1.2V) [2].

Algorithm 1 Our Adaptive Guardband Optimization (Hardware)

Require: Δtread, ΔTgrd, thermal diode, our thermal-aware LUT
1: for every Δtread do
2: Read Tcurrent � temperature monitoring
3: Tsafe ← Tcurrent +ΔTgrd � safety margin adding
4: Get guardband at Tsave � LUT selection
5: Set frequency fclock � frequency adaptation
6: end for

V. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON

We evaluate our work with respect to three criteria: a)
static optimization in which the effectiveness of thermal-aware
synthesis (see Section IV-B) is investigated, b) adaptive op-
timization in which the effectiveness of guardband adaptation
(see Section IV-C) is investigated and c) necessity of thermal-
aware timing analysis in which we investigate if other alter-
native methods like the interpolation between two temperature
concerns and the employment of a RO-based delay sensor are
able to accurately estimate temperature guardbands.
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Fig. 5. Evaluating the effectiveness of our static guardband optimization.

Benchmark Circuits: We employed the Synopsys Processor
Designer tool to generate RTL for 5 processors: VLIW, RISC
(with 5 and 6-pipeline stages), FFT and DSP. We also em-
ployed DCT and IDCT circuits often used in image processing.
Additionally, we also employed the Berkeley Out-of-Order
Machine (BOOM) [16]. In our evaluations, we employ the De-
sign Compiler Synthesis and the Static Timing Analysis tools
from Synopsys. To achieve the highest optimization efforts,
we used the “compile ultra” while synthesizing circuits.
(a) Static Guardband Optimization: As explained in Sec-
tion IV-B, providing the synthesis tool with the thermal-aware
cell library at the worst-case temperature (e.g., 125◦C) enables
its optimization algorithms to consider the thermal effects
and hence generate more resilient circuits that exhibit better
performance. Figs. 5 (a and b) present direct comparisons be-
tween our thermal-aware synthesis and the traditional thermal-
unaware synthesis with respect to the achieved reduction
in guardbands and the corresponding achieved increase in
frequencies, respectively. For the case of thermal-unaware syn-
thesis, the cell library at 25◦C was used in synthesis and then
the guardband that corresponds to the incurred time slack when
the temperature reaches 125◦C was calculated. As shown,
our optimized circuits always exhibit smaller temperature
guardbands and the reduction reaches on average 18% leading
to 9.4% improvement in the frequency and up to 13.3% in the
case of the BOOM processor. Our area analysis showed that
the optimized circuits come with merely 2% overhead.
(b) Adaptive Guardband Optimization: To evaluate the
effectiveness of our adaptive guardband technique compared to
employing throughout a constant guardband that corresponds
to Tworst, we performed our proposed thermal-aware timing
analysis for the BOOM processor to build the required LUT
as explained in Section IV-C. Then, we built a toolchain
as follows: The instruction-set simulator (gem5 [17]) for an
Out-of-Order processor is used to extract the activities of
running applications. Then, the run-time on-chip temperatures
are estimated based on the Hotspot thermal simulator [18]
in conjunction with the McPAT power simulator [19]. The
feedback loop between the temperature and leakage has also
been considered. Finally, we implemented our Algorithm 1
to adaptively tune the operating frequency based on the
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Fig. 6. Evaluating the effectiveness of our dynamic guardband optimization.

maximum on-chip temperature at every ΔTread = 1ms. The
ΔTgrd has been estimated to be < 2◦C/ms after analyzing the
temperature transient profiles of all studied applications. To
investigate diverse activities and hence thermal behaviors, we
employed different applications from the PARSEC [20] and
SPEC2006 [21] benchmark suites. We considered a Tworst of
85◦C similar to Intel Xeon. Note that the possible feedback
loop caused by increasing power/temperature when a smaller
guardband is employed (akin to the higher frequency) is
implemented and considered within our evaluations.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), our adaptive guardband optimization
results, on average, in 22% less execution time due to boosting
the frequency whenever the temperature T < Tworst. Because
faster frequency leads to a higher dynamic power consump-
tion, it is necessary to also evaluate the energy of each applica-
tion before and after implementing our technique. As shown
Fig. 6(b), our technique also provides energy saving which
reaches 9.2% on average due to the shorter execution time
despite the slightly-higher dynamic powers due to the higher
frequency. For a fair evaluation, we also analyzed the aver-
age temperature traces (obtained before and after employing
our technique) to quantify the potential temperature increase
caused by the higher frequencies. Our analysis showed an
increase of merely 3◦C on average. We also evaluated the
impact of such a small temperature increase on long-term
reliability w.r.t to aging using our physics-based aging model
which considers both BTI and HCI mechanisms jointly [22],
[23]. Our adaptive optimization has a negligible impact on
reliability. The 3◦C temperature increase leads to a threshold
voltage shift in pMOS by just ∼0.7mV on average.
(c) Necessity of Thermal-Aware Timing Analysis: To in-
vestigate the necessity of creating thermal-aware cell libraries
and employing them to perform thermal-aware timing analysis
(as our focus), we first explore whether a linear interpo-
lation between two temperature corners (25◦C and 125◦C)
would be sufficient. To achieve that, we compare the gates
delays at 65◦C (estimated by the linear interpolation) with
the actual gates delay measured by HSPICE as explained in
Section IV-A. Fig. 7 reports that the error in estimations is
considerable ∈[-6, 10]%. In fact, such errors results in under-
or over-estimating the required temperature guardband which
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Fig. 7. Distribution of errors when estimating gates delay at 65◦C based on
the interpolation between two temperature corners (25◦C and 125◦C).
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Fig. 8. Impact of guardband estimation on the output image of DCT-IDCT
circuits. [RO]: Estimating the guardband through an RO-based delay sensor
consisting of 15-stage [11]. [Our]: Estimating the guardband through our
thermal-aware timing analysis presented in Section IV-C.

leads to either timing errors or efficiency loss, respectively.
We additionally evaluate the ability of a typical (15-stage)

RO-based delay sensor [11] to correctly estimate the required
temperature guardbands. To achieve that, we study DCT-IDCT
image processing chain to explore how the output image (ob-
tained from gate-level Modelsim simulations) will be affected.
Fig. 8(a) shows the output image when the circuit is clocked
with the maximum frequency obtained during synthesis (i.e. no
guardband). Then, we show the resulting image after adding
a guardband – that corresponds to a temperature rise from
25◦C to 85◦C – estimated first using a RO-based delay sensor
(see Fig. 8(b)) and then using our thermal-aware analysis (see
Fig. 8(c)). The analysis shows that if the RO is employed to
predict the required guardband of the DCT-IDCT, the guard-
band will be noticeably underestimated (see Fig. 8(d)). This is
because the RO does not accurately represent the impact that
such a temperature rise has on the actual CP as Fig. 4 earlier
motivated. In turn, such an underestimation can have a severe
impact of the image quality (see Fig. 8(b)) as a non-sustainable
clock will be provided to the DCT-IDCT circuits resulting in
timing errors in abundant paths. On the other hand, the image
quality remains the same as at T = 25◦C when our thermal-
aware timing analysis is employed to estimate the required
guardband (see Figs. 8(a, c)) due to the correct provided
clock. To explore whether our technique overestimates the
guardband and thereby the image’s quality is sustained, we
slightly reduced our estimated guardband by just 0.01ns and
repeated the DCT-IDC simulations. We observed that such a
tiny reduction directly leads to a noisy output image which
ensures that our obtained guardband was as small as required.

VI. CONCLUSION

We introduced thermal-aware cell libraries to bring ther-
mal awareness to existing commercial EDA tools. Hence,
designers can automatically use them together with existing
tool flows to address thermal concerns. Our libraries are
publicly available allowing other researchers to employ them
without requiring any modifications. Based on our libraries,
we proposed static and adaptive optimization techniques for

temperature guardbands. We demonstrated how the efficiency
of circuits can be increased through employing small, yet
sufficient guardbands at operation time rather than employing a
conservative guardband throughout (which is the consequence
of the non-existence of thermal-aware cell libraries).
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